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In the framework of this paper we carried out a numerical simulation of an evolution of the temperature fields that arise 
along the trajectories of swift heavy ions ({E/M} ~ units of MeV/a.m.u.) in indium phosphide with regard for energy dissipation 
and variation of the charge state of stopping ions over the depth. Thermal spike model was used as a physical basis for 
calculations. The simulation results on spatial parameters of being formed tracks are in good agreement with existing 
experimental data. Charge state fluctuations mechanism is discussed as being responsible for discontinuous track formation. 

Introduction 
Ion implantation as a technological method plays 

very Important role In the field of microelectronics. 
For Instance, Ion Implantation Is widely used not only 
for doping technical materials as well as for synthesis 
of new compounds, but also to change mechanical, 
electrical, optical and other properties of close-to-
surface layers. Particularly, high-energy ion 
implantation is used In production of optoelectronic 
devices on the basis of AmBv semiconductors. 

Unfortunately, the processes accompanying high-
energy Ion implantation into semiconductors are as 
yet not studied properly. 

This paper is devoted to a numerical simulation of 
track formation processes in InP for Xe"̂  
(Б = 250 MeV, M = 131 a.m.u.) irradiation. 

It is known that when fast multiply charged ion (in 
our case we have: (E/M) = 1,9 MeV/a.m.u.) passes 
through target, it loses Its energy, which is mainly 
spent for excitation and ionization of lattice atoms 
(inelastic stopping). Energy losses through direct 
collisions with atoms (elastic stopping) become 
significant as compared to inelastic stopping only at 
the end of ion range, where ion energy decreases 
so, that it is not enough for efficient excitation and 
ionization of target atoms. 

The contribution of all other processes, such as, 
for Instance, bremsstrahlung, in energy losses is 
negligible along the whole range. 

The model 
A thermal spike model was used by the authors 

as a physical basis. The following system of 
equations for heat flows in both electronic and atomic 
subsystems of the crystal was used: 
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where Ce and Ke, Ca and Kg are the specific heat and 
thermal conductivity of electrons and atoms, 
respectively; Те and 7a are temperatures of electron 
and atomic subsystems; r is radial distance from ion 
trajectory; t Is time; g is a coefficient related to 
energy transfer from electrons to the lattice; A is the 
energy density deposited in the target electrons. 

The coefficient g can be written in the following 
form [1]: 

g = 

where me is electron mass; Пе is electron 
concentration; v is sound velocity in the target 

material; te is electron mean free time between two 
collisions. 

The following expression was proposed for A(r,t) 
[2]: 
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where (dE/dz) is linear inelastic Ion energy loss; to is 
time required by the electrons to reach an equilibrium 
distribution (i.e. the flight time of average energy 
delta-ray electrons: to = (1-5)x10'^® s); го is spatial 
width of highly excited area; b is a normalization 
constant chosen in the following natural way: 

jfA{r,t)2л:rdrdt = dE/dz. 
(dE/dx) is linear inelastic energy losses over unit 
length of the range. The classical Bethe formula is 
used as an expression for the inelastic energy 
losses: 

(d£/dx) = eff 

тУ' 
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where me is a mass of electron, v is ion velocity, Zetr 
is an effective projectile charge depending on its 
energy. 

In order to calculate </> in the case of non-
monoatomic substances Bragg's rule [3] was used 
(chemical bonds effect was neglected): 

S , { A „ B J = nSeiA) + m S e { B ) ; S , = (dE/dx), 

where AnBm is binary substance (n and m are 
number of atoms), Se - electronic stopping cross-
section. 

Therefore we obtain: 

ZbLn = Z<^>Ln + Z f ) L n = Z<^>Ln 0 

where upper index indicates component's number. 
Last expression enables us to find necessary 
characteristics of the binary substance. 
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То calculate </>, mean ionization potentials of 
components < P > and were taken from [4]. The 
values of N and Cv as well as S (corresponding to 
temperature range near 1000 K) were taken from [5]. 

Mean ion charge fluctuations can be described by 
the formula [3]: 

1/2 

= '-eff 1 - •-effy 

where к = 0.6. 
Taking into account natural requirements of 

limited electronic and atomic temperatures as well as 
their weak dependence on time at large distance 
from ion trajectory, we can write down the following 
system of equations for both initial and boundary 
conditions: 

Та ir,0) = Ъпп ( 0 = , r , (r,0) = 7 ,« ( r ) = ; 

lim r->0 
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The mathematical apparatus used to develop 
corresponding simulation code was described In 
details in [6]. 

Results and discussion 
As it was mentioned earlier, we considered track 

formation processes in InP for Xe'' (E = 250 MeV, 
M = 1 3 1 a.m.u.) irradiation to use existing 
experimental results [7,8]. 

The samples used in the experiments [7,8] were 
single crystalline semi-insulated (001) InP wafers. 
250 MeV Xe'̂  ions were implanted at room 
temperature with a fluence of 7-10^^ cm"^. The 
structure of irradiated samples of InP was 
investigated by means of RBS/Channeling and ТЕМ 
(transmission electron microscopy) techniques. 

Let us enumerate some Important results of the 
experiments [7,8] in brief. First, no track formation 
was revealed in close to the surface layer ~ 35 nm 
thick. Only a few black points with a size of about 2 -ь 
3 nm were seen in depths ~ (15 -f- 35) nm. They 
could be both dusters of point defects and, probably. 
Inclusions of amorphous phase. Second, the depth 
region between 35 nm and about 10 lam was found 
to contain latent tracks with a nearly circular shape of 
cross section; their diameter and density were 
estimated to be about 7 to 15 nm and 
cm'^, respectively. Third, the depth layer from 12 to 
17 ц т remains crystalline (though it contains clusters 
of point defects) and finally, a band of heavily 
damaged InP occurs at a depth of 21 to 22 ц т 
(these values correspond to mean projected ion 
range). The morphology of tracks also essentially 
depends upon depth. At low depths (up to 100 300 
nm) the majority of tracks are formed of separated 
spherical or elongated cylindrical damaged regions. 
As we go deeper a gradual overlapping of the 
separate defects and continuous track formation 
were observed. The layer containing continuous 
tracks reaches a depth of 6 ц т [7]. 

Thus, the experimental results themselves enable 
us to make obvious conclusions about complex 

character of energy transfer and relaxation 
processes. 

The main simulation results are presented in 
Figs. 1-3. 

Fig. 1. Radial distribution for electronic and lattice 
temperature for various moments of time. A plateau 
corresponds to the melting point of InP (1335 K). 
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Fig. 2. An evolution of atomic temperature for different 
radial distances from single ion trajectory. 
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Fig. 3. Inelastic ion energy losses vs. depth. Dashed 
horizontal line corresponds to a threshold (for track 
fomiation) value. Dotted lines illustrate possible dynamic 
energy losses due to charge state fluctuations. Area 1 
contains continuous while II - discontinuous tracks. 
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It is worth mentioning that all presented below 
results correspond to fixed value of depth z = 1 |im 
(the respective value of {dE/dz)e is 2.3 keV/A). 

According to the classical thermal spike model, 
tracks are formed in the regions along ion paths 
where atomic temperature reaches the melting point 
(1335 К for InP). In our calculations we did not take 
into account the latent heat of fusion, i.e. we 
supposed that for the latent track to be formed it is 
enough to heat the local area along ion path up to 
melting point and to supply some extra amount of 
energy (not necessary large). Therefore, the first 
figure enables us to estimate the maximum diameter 
of the formed latent tracks. Thus one can .see that 
the calculated maximum track width is about 14 ц т . 
This value is in good agreement with the 
experimental data presented in [7,8]. 

With the regard for the mentioned experimental 
data [7,8] one can naturally suppose that there are 
definite "threshold" ion energy losses {dE/dz)mr 
necessary to fonri continuous or discontinuous tracks 
(so as these defects have definite length). The last 
figure allows to conclude that {dE/dz)mr is about 
15 keV/nm. Discontinuous tracks can be formed due 
to dynamic fluctuations of number of electrons 
bounded to ion nucleus. Such a processes must 
cause fluctuations of effective charge of the ion Zen, 
and, therefore, must be responsible for fluctuations 
of {dE/dz)e. Therefore, dynamical ion charge can 
vary as (Zett ± AZetfY, it means that dynamical value of 
{dE/dz)e will fluctuate within ±A{dE/dz) range. So as 
{dE/dz)e ~ Zlff, two-electron capture/loss processes 
can result in large variation of {dE/dz)e value (in our 
case up to 30%). 

Processes including three or more bounded 
electrons are least probable [9] and can be 
neglected. 

Conclusions 
We carried out a numerical simulation of an 

evolution of the temperature fields that arise along 
the trajectories of swift heavy ions ({E/M} ~ units of 
MeV/a.m.u.) in indium phosphide with regard for 

energy dissipation and variation of the charge state 
of stopping ions over the depth. Well-known thermal 
spike mechanism of track formation was applied as a 
physical basis. 

Performed numerical calculations allowed us to 
determine radial distributions and temporal 
parameters for temperature fields (thermal spikes) in 
both electronic and atomic subsystems of the crystal 
as well as to estimate "threshold" inelastic energy 
losses to form either continuous or discontinuous 
tracks in InP. Ion charge fluctuation mechanism is 
suggested to be responsible for formation of 
experimentally observed by Herre et al. [7] 
discontinuous tracks in InP. Obtained numerical 
results are in good agreement with recent 
experimental data [7,8]. 
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